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Reader r* ’ s
Dear Len,
Noted your interest in find
ing sone of your ancestors you
mentioned in VI :1 and thought I
might be able to give you a few
hints. Paid a visit to our lo
cal genealogy library yesterday
and looked in their computer
files for the family names you
had listed.
I found numerous HUMESTONs,
HUMSTONs, etc., also plenty of
CROWSHAWs, CROSHAWs, and other
variant spellings, plus DOOLIT
TLE. But without a first name
or a guess at the probable time
period, it’s quite hard to tie
them down.
Have you checked to see if
there is a large LDS (Mormon)
church in Ann Arbor or the vi
cinity? These people [Mormons]
are the original genealogists,
believe me1
I belong to the local genealogy society, and we have lots
of books and so on that we keep in the same rocs as the
church material. Each LDS church [cf "Stake''] or at least
one in any large town or city has a Family History Library.
The one here is very nice and they recently installed six
computers, complete with what they call the International
Genealogy Index, plus another database simply called Ances
try.
Also, most of this stuff is on microfiche cards or
films, so you may not have to call Salt Lake to find what you
want.
None of the material I have here has any Salt Lake
phone numbers on it, so I can’t give that [information] to
you right now.
I do suggest that you check the phone book
under churches for 'LDS' or 'Church of Jesus Christ of Latter
Day Saints’. If you find that, there’ll be a list of their
facilities, ano probably a listing for 'Family History
Center’, or ’Family History Library’. They’re usually open
six days a week, and sometimes evenings to nine. Visit one
of them--or the only one--and ask some questions. They’ll be
very helpful. They don’t care what religion you are (if
any), and there’s no charge for use of their facilities. You
might try also to locate a local Genealogy Society or club,
one of which I’m sure will be in your city. Go to one of
their meetings; they’re usually quite friendly and will
answer your questions as to how to go about finding your peo
ple. HEY!I I just thought of something and looked it up in
one of ay magazines; here it is: Genealogical Society of
Washtenaw County, Inc., P 0 Box 7155, Ann Arbor, MI 48107, no
phone number given.
From the looks of this listing there
must be one of these groups in every Michigan town! So maybe
you’re in business. If you want to trace back a few gene
rations, you don’t neeed an expensive computer program--do it

MA I l.BAG

on paper.
Genealogical forms are available *roa
sources. Have fun....

many

B08 EVANS, Hemet, CA
[Hey, Bob! Thanks for your informative letter which arrived
the day after I posted the September JOURNAL! My brother in
Florida called the same day and I mentioned your letter to
him. He said that the name probably comes from a river in
Scotland called Home, or something like Homesdown, and that
there are a great number of variations on that spelling
kicking around. He’s here for a couple days or so, and we’ll
check out as many sources you suggested as we have time for.
More about this later—thanks for writing. — ed]

Dear Len,
I found your coverage of D-G Electronics’ Super-89 CPU bo
ard and LLL’s BIOS-80 in your September ’91 edition (VI:2) of
more than passing interest. Imparting knowledge of the older
systems is a necessary part of the support [which] you and I
provide to our subscribers.
Of course, one of the problems is that of determining ex
actly what a customer has without actually seeing the hard
ware. [For example] after a couple turns on the merry-goround I recently assisted a new subscriber bring up HDDS 2.0
on a used soft-sector machine. Now there’s a rare breed for
the second-hand market!
But there is one thing I should add to your discussion of
8I0S-80. Mainly, the reason is because I recently helped an
other subscriber to the "Staunch 8/89er" set up an exclusive
ly soft-sector system after [he had been] running some years
with hard-sector and BIOS-80 only. He had gotten Lee Hart’s
soft-sector controller and a pair of 96tpi drives, but wanted
to eliminate hard-sector code from his BIOS-80 system to get
more memory. [Note: A 8I0S-80 BIOS can be between nine and
16k in size, compared with standard CP/M’s 6k BIOS! — ed]
Regrettably, [removing H17 code] can’t be oone with the
materials on BIOS-80 distribution disc(s), nor can it be done
if you originally brought up
your vers 2.2.04 from the hardsector "setup" disc. Both pre
sume exisitence of (at minimum)
the hardsector system. The only
way (for both versions) is to
go back to good old MAKEBIOS i
select the menu’s H37-only op
tion.
On softsector it’s not
actually too bad and takes only
about five minutes to execute
if you have [at minimum] a pair
of drives to do it on. In this
process you can add about Ik
RAM to the TPA. Doesn’t sound
like much, but tnere are times
when every byte helps! [cont’d]
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That’s all for now--and I wish you and the SEBHC JOURNAL a
belated happy birthday!
KIRK L THOMPSON, Editor The Staunch 8/89er, P 0 8ox 548, West
Branch, IA 52358

[Yay, Kirk! Nice to know that at least ONE reader saw those
articles. Now I wonder if anyone has actually tried to sake
up either systes using my directions? The original documents
which case with LLL’s stuff were quite fractionated and cov
ered everything in a most non-linear order and had narrative
descriptions jumbled into the actual procedures—which jumped
everywhere between front and back pages! Fros sheer despera
tion I re-wrote those instructions--after slogging through
the verbosities—into the two reasonably-1 inear step-by-step
sets of directions we printed in our last edition. And I do
plan to continue doing such re-write jobs on all of the soft
ware documents I have until they all have a BEGINNING, a MID
DLE, and an END! Lee Hart and others say raise all kinds of
hell about copyrights and other legal flummery, but if what’s
supposed to be an INSTRUCTION set reads sore like an Agatha
Christie who-dun-it, then it ain’t a set of instructions,
it’s a Stinking, Wrongly-Named, Poorly-Written. Wcuid-be Mys
tery novel, and don't belong in MY computer shack1 RRRR-r-rr-ROAR! — ed]

[LLL 8I0S-80 i S89 8I0S afterthoughts: 1 - The Super89 BIOS
files cose set up for both hard and soft sector operation on
the hard sector distribution disc. It isn't always necessary
to struggle with MAKEBIOS for that version. If you can read
the hard-sector distribution disc, just replace the H37 BIOS
on a soft sector boot disc with the Super89 BIOS. The rest
of the operation is quite straightforward and follows the S89
distribution manual installation directions. Note: Either
hard or soft sector S89 BIOS takes up from nine to 15k disc
space. (I’m not sure how much memory it takes!) 2 - Henry
Fale says it isn’t too hard to make up an H37 BIOS-80 boot
disc from the many BIOS-80 files on the distribution discs
(there are two, one with all six BIOS versions, the other
with the BI0S80 ’.ASM code listing. Even with ZCPR instal
led, this BIOS takes up less disc geography than the S89 code
does—about eight to 9k.
In either case, the lost space
isn’t that big a deal as you get lots of additional flexibil
ity. — ed]

Dear Mr L E Geisler:
I’ve gone over the latest SE8HC JOURNAL lead article—VI:2
pp 3-8 et al, and it sounds as if this [information] might be
an answer to my prayers and [perhaps] get me back into the 8bit family. Thanks A Heap!
[Note: I’ve] written [this] on a peesee, which may be
more powerful [than an ’89] but I don’t think it’s nearly as
user friendly. My wife won’t use it at all. That may not be
all bad!

MAILBOX

LOWELL F BALTZELL, 752 Fairfield Drive, Augusta, GA 30909
[Well, Lowell, I’ve had several family members try both our
H19-type keyboards in comparison with the H120 keyboards.
Their unsolicited judgement was that they like the H19/89
much better than the '100-family keyboard! And they appreci
ate the lack of the '100’s "electronically enhanced" key
click and auto-repeat "feature". Glad you found our articles
of some value, but you forgot to tell us if we should keep on
printing "8-bit hardware sketches".... — ed]

Dear Lenny,
In going through my collection of SEBHC JOURNALS, I was
horrified to discover that I’m missing the April and May 1991
issues! I’ve enclosed a $5 cheque for those, and hope you
can still send them to me.
The info served up by the JOURNAL along with The Staunch
8/89er is invaluable in the care and feeding of my H90. I don't
want to miss anything that will keep my machine purring along!
HAROLD SEGAL, 3563 Aurora Circle, Memphis, TN 38111
[Harold, your back issues went out this week and should be in
your hands before you read this. Please tell your H90 not to
worry! — ed]

Dear Lenny,
Yeah, yeah, I'd be writing this in WordStar on the Z90 if
it were working, but have a little work to do on the monster!
I let it sit for three or 4 weeks while touring "down un
der". On coming home, I switched it ON, get the regular "H:“
prompt, but directly below it eleven and a half lines of the
screen filled with !!!!! points! Called the local H/Z expert
and confirmed that there’s a memory chip (2114?!) on the CPU
board that's bad. Haven’t torn into the guts yet, but it's
on the list of "things to do"! Oh, me....
If this current problem turns out to be anything more than
[simple] chip replacement, I’ll write you something about it.

CORKY KIRK, W60RS/NNN00RS, 270 Kapualam Street, Hilo, HI
96720

[Roger, Corky! Seems I had a problem similar to yours on an
old H19A I bought from the University Property Disposition
office a few years back. This one was fixated in the key
board decoder, and I eliminated it by replacing that (very
expensive) IC. The bad decoder would print out different and
weird non-H19 screen graphic symbol for every key struck, no
matter how you tried to correct the problem!
The 8-bit
experience: "Never A Dull Moment". But that is exactly what
keeps us enamoured of these dear "old grey boxes", is it not?
(Peesee cultivators can’t say that.) Corky, please do remem
ber: Me Are Anxiously Awaiting That Article.... — ed]
-::«([8]]}}»::-
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A PRINTER CONFIGURING UTILITY IN PASCAL
By Kirk L Thompson
Editor, The STAUNCH 8/89er
P.O. 8ox 548, West Branch, IA 52358
Copyright 1991 by Kirk L Thompson

On page 9 of your August-90 issue (V:l) you discussed
printer configuring utilities in interpreted BASIC. Roughly
a month before reading that I had spent two afternoons writ
ing just such a beast for my old 9-pin C-Itoh Prowriter 8510,
but I did it initially under the HDDS 2.0 version of Lucidata
Pascal. The listing for my latest CP/M version is given be
low; the differences between HDDS and CP/M versions are
extremely minor. Converting it to Borland's Turbo Pascal may
also be easy (for anyone running that version). My original
reason for writing it was because printer output for Bauman’s
COBOL tutorial in REMARK--discussed by me in several letters
last year—should be set to seventeen characters/inch.
Although written specifically for my C-Itoh, modifying it
for other printer makes should be fairly simple. All that’s
needed is to change the codes sent to the printer.
In the
program, these come near the RESET procedure (end SET MARGIN
procedure), and inside the main section’s CASE structure. The
program sends printer control codes which set characters per
inch, lines per inch, the left margin, and "reset" to the
power-up configuration. For the C-Poh Prowriter. these are:

Function
Pica (10 cpi)
Elite (12 cpi)
Condensed (17 cpi)
Six lines/inch
Eight lines/inch
Left margin
"Reset"

Codes
ESC
ESC
ESC
ESC
ESC
ESC
ESC

N
E
0
A
8
Lnnn
N ESC A ESC L000

Two of these need further explanation. "Left margin" is the
ESCape character, followed by an "L" and THREE digits. The
digits define where the margin is set. For example, "000" is
left flush, "010" is 10 characters to the right of flush, and
so on. As for the reset function, the C-Itoh (unlike some
other makes) has no separate code that performs this. So
I've merely strung together in the RESET procedure those
simulating printer turnon cpi, Ipi and margin settings.
One advantage of writing such a utility in Pascal (or in
deed any other compiled language) is that neither interpreter
or runtime system is required once the program is compiled.
Of course, Turbo Pascal will directly create a stand-alone
.COM file. Lucidata requires only one more step, using the
"$G" pragmat, as in:

PRUN $G:SETLST SETLST
to create a .COH (or .ABS) file from the

.BIN p-code file.

UTILITY. .

.

Once done, the program can be moved elsewhere for stand-alone
use and doesn’t require the runtime system to execute.
I must emphasise how Lucidata handles HDDS device drivers.
There are actually two ways you can call this stand-alone
program under HDDS. One is WITHOUT a command-line parameter,
that is, you just give the command ”SETLST<return>". If you
do this and DO NOT have the printer driver LOADed, the
program will abort with the somewhat irrelevant error message
that there isn't enough memory to load the driver! You MUST
have the driver LOADed if you call the program without a
parameter.
Your other option is to INCLUDE the name of your printer
driver on the command-line as a parameter. In other words,
and using the standard HDOS convention of LP: for your
printer, you can call the program with "SETLST LP:<return>".
In this case, the Lucidata runtime system will AUTOMATICALLY
load the driver you specify BEFORE it runs the program. This
has distinct advantages over the previously-mentioned method.
8ut please note that the code I've supplied DOESN’T check the
command-line for this parameter.
Command-line parameter checking is, in fact, the next
improvement I have in mind for the HDOS version. That would
provide two things not presently existing in the program: a
check for typographical errors in the parameter and, more
importantly, the DIRECT use of that parameter as the actual
printer device in the program. Doing that wouldn’t limit the
program to just use with LP: if your system setup requires
(as mine does in a couple of instances) different driver
names for the same printer on different bootable disks.
Fortunately, because the printer driver is built into CP/M’s
BIOS, this kind of thing isn’t required there.

SOURCES FOR PASCAL COMPILERS:
LUCIDATA PASCAL for CP/M and HDOS (by Larry Reeve and David
Gibby): Kirk L Thompson, P.O. Box 548, West Branch, IA 52358;
$25 postpaid, includes 100-page hardcopy manual. Not as fast
nor as "extended" as Borland’s Turbo, hence closer to Niklaus
Wirth’s original on the latter score. If you run both sys
tems, having BOTH versions available is convenient because
you can "share" programs and utilities between the two at the
source-code level as I’ve suggested above.
TURBO PASCAL for CP/M (by Borland International): Sage Micro
systems, 1435 Centre St, Newton Centre, MA 02159-2469,
617/965-3552; $60 plus shipping. Lightning compile and exe
cution and a large number of nice extensions. Regrettably,
Sage doesn’t support hard-sector (H-17) format.

TINY PASCAL for HDOS (by Mark Kroska, based on an earlier
version by Jim Teixeira—which, in its turn was based on a
series of articles in BYTE in 1978). This is public domain
and may be available from those local HUGs which still
support the '89. Zenith Users Group (ZUG) stocks it as
simulated with integers).
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p/n885-1086[-37] for $20, plus $2 shipping. If interested, I
sell it, with supplementary material not available elsewhere.
A subset of standard Pascal, it uses integers only (CHAR and
REAL aren’t supported), but it's suitable for utilities/games
not requiring REAL numbers (handling of CHAR type nay be
sinulated with integers).
Listing 1 - Kirk Thompson’s SETLST Utility Programme

program setlst (printer);
{
Sends ESCape codes to the C-Itoh 8510B Prowriter printer to
set elite, condensed, proportional, i pica (normal) cpi; 6
or 8 Ipi; left margin, and printer reset. REQUIRES H/Z-19
terminal' Presumes the LNODE byte in Lucidata’s PRUN.
*
is
set to FF (true).
}
const
ESC = chr ( 27 );
8EL = chr ( 7 );
var

PRINTER
RESPONSE
X
HERV, HXRV, HCU8,

MARGIN
MARGJNPUT

: file of char;
: char;
: integer;
HCD, HEOP, HSCP, HRCP
: array [ 1 .. 2 ] of char;
: array [ 1 .. 3 j of char;
: boolean;

procedure MENU ( var OUTNUM : char );
(
Displays menu and accepts integer input.
}

procedure CODESENT;
{
Displays feedback of code sent to printer on screen.
}
begin {code_sent}
case OUTNUM of
’1’ : writein ( ’ ’:10, HERV, ’
(Pica code sent to LP:.)', HXRV
’2’ : wnteln ( ’ ’:10, HERV, ’
(Elite code sent to LP:.)', HXRV
'3' : wnteln ( ’ ’:10, HERV, ’
(Condensed code sent to LP:.)’, HXRV
’4’ : begin write ( ’ ’ :10, HERV, ’
(Proportional code sent to LP:.)’
wnteln ( HXRV )
end; {case of ’4’}
’5’ : wnteln ( ’ ’:10, HERV, ’
(6 LPI code sent to LP:.)’, HXRV
’6’ : writein ( ’ ’:10, HERV, ’
(8 LPI code sent to LP:.)', HXRV

);

);
);
);

);
);

,

continued

’7’ : begin write ( ’ ’:10, HERV, '
(LP: left margin set to ’);
writein ( MARGIN, ’.)’, HXRV )
end; {case of ’7’}
’8’ : wnteln ( ’ ’: 10, ’(NOTHING SENT TO LP:)’ );
’9’ : writein ( ’ ’ :10, HERV, ’
(Reset LP: to power-up.)’, HXRV )
end {case}
end; {code sent}

begin {menu}
writein ( HCD, ’ ’ :37, 'SETLST' );
writein ( ’ ’:35, 'Version 1.2’ );
wnteln;
writein ( ’ ’:10, '1 - Pica (normal 10-pitch) spacing’ )
writein ( ’ *:10, '2 ’ Elite (12-pitch) spacing’ );
wnteln ( ’ ’:10, '3 = Condensed (17-pitch) spacing’ );
wnteln ( ’ ’:10, '4 : Proportional spacing’ );
wnteln;
writein ( ’ ’:10, ’5 = 6 lines/vertical in. (default)’ )
wnteln ( ’ *:10, '6 : 8 lines per vertical inch’ );
wnteln;
writein ( ’ ’:10, '7 ■ Set left margin’ );
writein ( ’ ':10, '8 = ’ );
wnteln;
writein ( ’ ’:10, '9 - Reset to power-up configuration'
writein;
wnteln ( ’ *:10, '0 - Return to system’ );
writein;
if OUTNUM in [ '1' .. '9' ] then begin
CODE_SENT;
writein
end; {if}
write { HSCP ); {save cursor position}
repeat
write ( HEOP, ’ ’ :20, 'Enter selection --> ’ );
readln ( OUTNUM );
if not ( OUTNUM in [ '0' .. '9' ] ) then write
( BEL, HRCP )
until ( OUTNUM in [ 'O’ .. ’9’ ] )
end; {menu}

procedure SETMARGIN;
{
Accepts character input and sents it to PRINTER.
}
begin
MARGJNPUT :: false;
write ( HSCP ); {save cursor position}
while MARGJNPUT = false do begin
writein ( HEOP );
write ( ' ’:10, ’Set margin to (lead zeros
required)?
<’ );
for X := 1 to 4 do write ( HCUB );
{move cursor 4 pos. left}
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readin ( MARGIN );
if (MARGIN [ 1 ] in [ 'O’ .. ’9’
and (MARGIN [ 2 ] in [ ’0’ ..
and (MARGIN [ 3 j in [ ’0’ ..
then MARGJNPUT := true;
if MARGJNPUT : false then write
end; {while}
write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’L’, MARGIN )
end; {set margin}

II u in <> r ? ’

ri<1

])
’9’ ])
’9’ ])

[Editor’s note: The following printout was receiv ed earlier
this month postmarked Kalamazoo, MI, without return address.
The author apparently was too embarassed to sign his/her
work, but we thought it might entertain our readers--and perhaps get them to be creative also. (Computing Can Be Fun!)]

( BEL, HRCP )

procedure RESET;
{
Reset printer to power-up configuration.
}
begin
write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’N’ ); {pica pitch}
write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’A’ ); (6 Ipi}
write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’LOGO’ ) {margin 0}
end; {reset}

THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO CONS
or
Non-Graphic Printer Graphics
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Cow before milking
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begin {setlst}
RESPONSE :: ’O’; MARGIN := ’000’;
HERV [ 1 ]
ESC; HERV [ 2 ]
’p’; {enter reversevideo}
HXRV [ 1 ] - ESC; HXRV [ 2 ] := ’q
*; {exit reverse-video}
HCU8 [ 1 ] = ESC; HCUB [ 2 ] :- ’D’; {cursor backward}
HCD [ 1 j : ESC; HCD [ 2 j ::
{clear display}
HEOP [ 1 ] : ESC; HEOP [ 2 ]
’J’; {erase to end of pg}
HSCP [ 1 ] - ESC; HSCP [ 2 ] : =
{save cursor pos’n}
’k’; {r eturn cursor to
HRCP [ 1 ] : ESC; HRCP [ 2 ]
saved position}
assign ( PR INTER, ’LST:’ );
rewrite ( P RINTER );
repeat
MENU ( R ESPONSE );
case RES PONSE of
’O’ : begin
writein;
write ( ’ ’ :10, ’Finished returning to
system.’ );
writein
end; {case of ’0’}
’1’ : write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’N’ .)
’2’ : write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’E’ )
’3’ : write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’Q’ )
’4’ ; write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’P’ )
’5’ : write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’A’ )
’6’ ; write ( PRINTER, ESC, ’8’ )
’7’ : SET_MARGIN;
’B’ : writein ( ’NOTHING DONE!’ )
’9’ : RESET
end {case}
until RESPONSE = ’0’
end. {setlst}
[eof]
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find lastly, a cow’s )------- \l impression of the
Statue of (
([ Liberty!

[Another Editor’s Note: We think this series was sent to us
by our JOURNAL author friend, Laszlo Veisi of Niles, HI. We
apologise—for having edited the mages slightly so they’d
fit our column layout—to whomever it was who cowardly sub
mitted these unsigned bovine mages to us. We hope our read
ers have enjoyed this non-computing diversion—but we DID say

earlier:

Eight-bit Computing Is (Should Be) FUN!)
RATHER RANDOM INPUT
by
Your Editor

This general portion of Michigan was severely plagued by
numerous electrical storms during June and July. Early in
June we were completely without power for forty-three contig
uous hours.
Three weeks later, we again lost power, this
time for 44 hours. During both incidents, Our Beloved Power
Supplier, Detroit Edison, had crews working non-stop around
the clock to restore power to every one OUTSIDE a quarter
mile radius centered on our QTH/1020/location! Also during
the same period, their "24-hour trouble phone lines" were
either busy (understandable), answered by a "nobody’s home"
recorder, or (not understandable or comforting to experience)
a number of non compos mentis (we assume) human operators
who'd promised: "Faithfully, power will be restored Quite
Soon Now—In Fact, Crews Are Probably Working on Your Lines
As We Speak"! Yeah, sure.
Since we had lost about half the text of the July JOURNAL
during that June outage, we decided to check out batterypowered backup supplies (for Heather) at the local CompuAdd
store. The 450VA unit which we finally bought is quite ade
quate for Heather and the LQ-800 printer (it also can run the
'89 AND our H120 simultaneously). We thought it was a Real
Bargain at $339 + 4i tax, and thus far it has more than paid
for itself by performing flawlessly thru numerous power line
blinks and burps.
We recommend that everyone who has suffered the indignity
and inconvience of power-company outragery get a similar de
vice and install it just as soon as you can. But don’t get
it from CompuAdd, especially if you’re short of "green
stamps"! Instead, order American Power Conversion’s 8ack-UPS
450 from P-C Connection, 6 Mill Street, Marlow, NH 03456,
phone 800/800-5555. Their catalogue number for this model is
7107, price is just $235, AND NO HIDDEN CHARGES. Please note
that this is over $100 below CompuAdd's price.
Although PC Connection is primarily peesee-oriented, asx
them for a copy of their latest catalogue. They carry a good
line of printers, and have a Service Center "ready, willing,
and authorised to service your Epson and Canon Bubblejet
printer". They offer same-day turnaround on most repairs at
the low rate of $25/hour, also handle warranty repairs on
equipment whether or not it was purchased from them. They’ll
even send you packaging for safe transit of your equipment:
For more information, call them at 1-800/800-0015...and do
say that you read about them in the SEBHC JOURNAL!
I wonder: Will PC Connection rent their packaging to our
Cape Cod friend, Oscar? Seems as if he needs to ship one or
the other of his two '89 computers to us every other month...

PLEASE NOTE: LINDLEY SYSTEMS has moved from their East Coast
location to: 8139 E Mawson, Mesa, AZ 85207; ph 602-380-9175.
Our thanks to Paul Herman & his Z100 LIFELINE for this info!
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H/Z89 and Z90 VIDEO DEFLECTION CIRCUIT BOARD
Part nutber HF 181-3400. Shown trow component side.

SERVICE NOTE

This board was Heath's last version. It has an outboard
CRT interface card nounted on the heat-sink/radiator behind
Regulator Q204 and Horizontal Driver Q214.
Electrical
operation is nearly identical with earlier boards except
there is an external brightness control on the conputer’s
rear panel. Usually the most serious failure is heat-related
and is caused by poor aechanical and electrical contact
between C201 and P201--pins 1 and 2--which destroys the cir
cuit board’s solder-to-foil bonds. Carefully move card and
examine, clean and GENTLY re-solder loose connector pins to

circuit-board foils. With card component-side up, use a good
heavy pair of pliers and moderately flatten all P201’s pins.
Clean flattened pins and apply a thin coating of solder to
all of them to ensure better contact. Use low heat to avoid
re-opening pin-to-foil bonds when re-soldering then. If cir
cuit foil lifts from the card during these steps without
breaking electrical contact, a drop of "crazy glue" or equal
usually restores the foil's mechanical bond to the card. DO
NOT RE-SOLDER GLUED FOILS UNTIL GLUE IS THOROUGHLY HABDBND—
usually overnight. The glue is quite flammable and will emit
hazardous, noxious fumes which will aake you deathly ill. Be
sure to use lots of fresh-air ventilation during this step.
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VOICES,

from the San Diego Hug’s DiD LITE Sep-91 Newsletter's "W-O-M"
(WOM'-Write-Only-hemory—You’re supposed to ignore it.) — by
01’ WhiteBeard, Hissef
[Condensed to fit our column layout. — ed]
"I’m paging through a copy of Portable Office—Sep-91—and
my eye catches (ouch!) on an article’s beginning sentence. It
says: 'Marte Brengle bought a portable computer with BO.’
"[Bo knows portable computers??] Is this an article about
computers or athlete/consultants, or about a heretofore un
celebrated member of my clan? Of course, I had to read the
rest of it to find out.
"The article is in fact about buying used computes. It’s
titled 'Pre-Owned Bargains' and subtitled 'How to find a deal
that doesn't stink and may save you thousands’. [Classy eh?]
The article is principally a collection of anecdotes about
how various folks found wonderful bargains in used computers,
although sometimes lots of refurbishment was needed to bring
them up to snuff. I question the author's taste in opening
with a tale of a computer which smelled bad, apparently be
cause it previously belonged to a heavy smoker. (That ain't
what I remember we used to call 'BO'.) "But my (presumed)
relative, undaunted, 'used a spray substance wnich kills
smells in gym clothes' and '...managed to get the computer
and discs aired out.’
"Spray substance? Aired out’ Gimme a break!
What was
tnat ‘substance
*
—something so evil or vile or illegal that

OTHER

V I EWS

it couldn’t be identified? Would YOU spray a *SUBS TANCE
*

on

a computer without knowing what it was? If it's strong
enough to kill smells in gym clothes, I wouldn’t want to get
any on me, much less on my computer. I’d stay clear of the
sprayed gym clothes, too. And since when does 'air out'
apply to anything else than those shoes with a little builtin pump—as in 'Pump up and air out!’?
"I think I’d be more worried about physical damage to the
workings of the computer—and those diskettes—from smoke
particles and other smoking by-products.
Hasn't everyone
seen those pictures showing the size of a smoke particle
compared with the dimensions in disc drives?
I mean that
smoky aroma exists for several reasons: to entice new smok
ers to aquire the habit, to help me remember why I quit, and
to alert us that this computer has been subjected to a nasy
environment for a long time. If tobacco tar is carcinogenic,
I suspect it’s also corrosion-o-genic. Do you think $500
(what Marte Brengle purportedly paid) for a tobacco-odorpermeated Toshiba T1000 with 'plenty of trimmings' is a
bargain?! Me neither.
"I guess I’m just being hyper-critical, because after the
plesant surprise of finding my family name mentioned promin
ently in print—and in the same sentence with a high-profile
athlete—I was disappointed that it was ensconced in such
flakey writing, ano questionable oargain hunting."
[Note: Author Al Brengle is SDHUG’s Officer At urge. — eo]
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EIGHT-BIT SOURCES, SERVICES, and VENDORS DIRECTORY

THER"

VENDORS

4 SALES. Ask for Mike Morris, he’s "A SUPER GUY"!
(Tell him Lenny sent you.)

Listing last updated on 24 Oct 1991

CDR SYSTEMS, Inc., 7171 Ronson Road, San Diego, CA 92111; ph:
*1272,
619-560
9a-5p Pacific Time Zone—ask for Hernan.

Chalfant, Rick, 100 Bayberry Drive, Springboro, OH 45066; ph
*1544
513-746
Stocks H/Z89s, parts, software. Check him
out; you might be pleasantly surprised
*
D-G ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS Co., 700 S Armstrong, Denison TX
75020; phone 214-465-7805 (Central Time Zone)
8-bit “Heartbeat" computer, 8-bit "Super89“ CPU upgrade/replacement board. Bruce Denton, president;
Service 4 advice available, also sone H8 and H/Z89
hardware at clearance prices; contact Bruce for de
tails. A ^Certified
*
GOOD GUY
*

DISK MOVERS, 8534 McCormick Blvd, Skokie, IL 60076; phone
708-679-3727 (Central Tine Zone)—ask for Miriam. HARDSECTOR and soft-sector discs for H/Z8s, '89s in bulk
quantities at very low prices! "VERY NICE and HELP
FUL PEOPLE." (Do give then a call and mention us!)
GOLDSMITH SURPLUS, 2107 N Adams/PO Box 18676, Indianapolis,
IN 46218; 317-545-4747, ask for Phil or Eric. Dealers
in "Almost Any Surplus Material You Have (or Need)"!
(Please mention that you found then listed here!)

HOYLE 4 HOYLE SOFTWARE, 111 Sparrow Drive, Isle of Pahs, SC
29451. (Answer nailed enquiries only.) Their QUERY-III
database runs on H8s thru Z120s. "REALLY GOOD GUYS"!
LINDLEY SYSTEMS, 8139 E Mawson, Mesa, AZ 85207 - phone:
602-380-9175. All kinds of neat-OH 8-bit software such
as PC89LINK—lets you transfer 8-bit stuff to H/ZlOOs
and peesees over a null-modem cable. Ask either Bob
or Bill for a catalogue, they’re Really Fine Fellows!

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, 2818 Thorndyke Avenue West, Seattle,
NA 98199; phone 206-285-7266 (Pacific Tine Zone).
Ask
for "Mark
*.
Special memory upgrades and op-systems
for H/Z89s I 90s. Trustworthy people.

MICRO COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE, 2308 Industrial Highway, Ste 0
Ann Arbor, MI 48104; phone 313-663-3646. D-DRIVE REPAIRS

MICRONICS TECHNOLOGY, Suite 159, 54 Dalrada Road, Montgomery,
AL 36109; phone 205-244-1597 voice, 205-244-0192 bbs CTZ
Darrell C Pelan, pres, Soft 4 Hardware, '89 hardiscs
Catalogue 4 8-bit help available. A REALLY GOOD GUY!
New Orleans Data General Services, 7230 Chadbourne Drive,
New Orleans, LA 70126; phone 504-241-9388-"Dave".
Colour and sound boards for H8, H89. Out of busi
ness, but willing to provide tech advice on their
products. Dave's ANOTHER GOOD GUY!

SUIKDATA COMPUTER SERVICES, Inc., 2618 Penn Circle, Sheboygan
HI 53081; phone 414-452-4172-Henry Fale (Fah-lay) Prop.
Mfgr, sales, service, 8-bit machine support & parts;
publishes H-SCOOP Heath/Zemth user’s newsletter, 24hour H/Z user BBS. Ever busy but “A REAL GOOD GUY1*

SIGMASOFT & SYSTEMS, 2433 Winterstone Drive, Dallas TX 750237818; 214-596-0116 (Central Time Zone)—Clay Montgomery—
hardware/peripherals mfgr, software publisher, hard
ware 4 tech support, RAM drives, Hi-Res grafix addons
for H/Z89S. Catalog 4 help; A ^FANTASTIC
*
GOOD GUY
*
SKYCASTLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Box 1412, San Carlos, CA 94070;
415-254-3931 after 6pm Pacific Coast time—ask for Mike.
Cal 1igraphy-II and other FANTASTIC dot-matrix graphic
printer software products. A REALLY, SUPER-GOOD GUY!

TMSI/LEE HART, 323 West 19th Street, Holland, MI 49423
616-396-5085 (evenings, weekends—usually) Their motto:
"Inovative Products for the H/Z89"
Misc. 8-bit hardware items, hardware/software support
for '89/90 users. "A NICE GUY 4 TOP-NOTCH ENGINEER!"

THER VENDOR NEWS...

OTHER VENDOR NEWS...

OTHER VENDOR NEW

Lindley Systems has moved from their old Carolinas
location to Mesa, Arizona (see addresss listing above). We’re
delighted to once more list them here for our valued subscri
bers! Contact then Really Soon Now & tell ’em Lenny sent ya.
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FIBRE BOUND SEBHC JOURNAL BACK-ISSUE VOLUMES
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is received in or before August, 1999 you’ll get another full
year. Label top line would then read '<999> ends Aug-2000'.

Catalog No.
Description
P4H-included Price
V-I (Voluwe I, Nos I thru 12) Aug-B6 - Jul-87
$22.50
VII (Volute II, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-87 -- Jul-88
$22.50
VIII (Volute III, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-88 - Jul-89
$22.50
V-IV (Volute IV, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-89 -- Jul-90
$22.50
V-V (Volute V, Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-90 - Jul-91
$22.50
Any TWO Volutes (save $4.50—NET price) $40,501'1
HPCPIOS 40trk ss, ss HDOS 2.0 'Prograwwer’s CARE Package'
V-PLUS : All FIVE cotplete Volutes 15.5k OFF, NET : $95.00
All Text-Only volutes on floppy discs Available Real Soon.

The Journal's Own SOFTWARE DISCS <"

Order No.
Description
CGDtOS 40trk ss, ss CP/N-80 Gates I Utils
CGDIOH 40trk ss HARD-sector CP/N-80 G 4 U
Disc $0 (Nisc .ABS 4 .BAS

P4H included Price
Disc $0...... $ 6.96
Disc 10...... $7.96
utilities)..$ 3.00

»» SPECIAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION tt

HPCPIOH 40trk ss HARD-sector HDOS 2.0 'Prgrtr’s CARE'..$ 3.66
CTXTS CP/N 40trk ss.ss TeXT PROcessor Progratte, cotplete
with DENO prograt 4 on-disc tanual................... $29.95
CTXTH CP/N 2-HARD-sector discs w/TeXT PRO as above ..$30.95
”> When Placing Order, Please:
1 - Pay ONLY by US Dollar Cheques or Money Orders.
2 - Allow about four weeks for single back-issues.
3 - Allow 5-30 days for discs, software 4 bound volutes.
4 - Use order blank below; list catalog nutber price and
quantity of each itet, and tail it with paytent.
5 - Include LATEST issue’s tailing label with ANY order!

All net subscriptions start the tenth following receipt of
order.
Renewals continue frot expnation wonth; Exatple:
address label top line reads '<999> exp Aug-99'. If renewal

Note: We appreciate receiving, reading, 4 printing subscri
ber's letters concerned with H/Z 8-bit problees 4 cures. And
we’d like you to send in tore articles for us to publisn too!

RENEWALS or NEW One or Two Year SUBSCRIPTIONS
Order
Order
Order
Order

No. R-l
No. A-l
No. R-2
No. A-2

:
:

One Year Subscription, USA & FOREIGN
AIR NAIL FOREIGN ONLY lyr Subscription
Regular Two Year Subscription.............
AIR NAIL FOREIGN ONLY 2yr Subscription

$24.00
$35.00
$44.00
$55.00

----------------- > Detach before filling out & mailing...
The?

Suh sex
*

i p t.i on

fit.

Name__________________

Item

Mailing Address

[

<----------------B 1 nnk

Order

]

[

Total

Price ea

Qty

No.

1

$

$

_______________ City__—------------ - -

[________ 1

I___ 1

$______

$

State/Prov___________ —

[________ ] [___ J

$______

$___ __

Zip/PO Code _________ Coun try________

[________ ]

(___ ]

$_____

$

Phone number(s)______ —--- _-----------

I________ ]

[___ J

$

$

$______

$

H/Z Computer:

H8[_]

H89[_]

H90[_]

CP/M Ver
Oper Sys: HDOS Ver
Other (ZCPR, etc.)___
Computer used mainly for

[________ ] [___ ]
[

1 [

1

$

$

(

]

[

]

$

$

$
Favourite Programming: Lanugage(s)
Total of thi s order:
________________
Please, NO C.O.D . orders!
=> Please Pay by Cheque or Money Order Made Out to: L E Geisler <=
NOTE—Only bound back issues of Volumes I thru V are now available!
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!
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» The SEBHC JOURNAL is published once a aonth and strives to
be tailed by the 20th of a tonth—soaetiaes te take it! Advt
deadline, 10th of each tenth, holidays J A.O.G. peraitting.
» Subscriptions: $24 00/year in Canada, Mexico, USA and its’
possessions. All subscriptions are tailed FIRST CLASS. Subscnotions start the aonth following order receipt.
PLEASE
MAKE CHEQUES or MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO L E GEISLER, NOT "the
JOURNAL' or "SEBHC". Current back-issue copies are available
at $2.50 each. See order blank for bound voluae discounts.

* Subscribers are autoaatically Society of Eight-Bit Heath
Coaputerists eeabers.
Heaber’s subscription nuaber and
expiration are clearly printed on nailing labels. The three
aeaber classes are: REGULAR (voting H/Z 8-bit user) ADVER
TISING (one vote/vendor) and ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit coaputerist, library, etc..). REGULAR aenbers can hold any elective
Society office. ASSOCIATE aenbers cannot hold office or
vote. The Society’s official yearly aeeting place and tine
is announced every July in the JOURNAL. Advance registration
of US$25 for each attendee no later than 30 July, please

» All advertising is printed Free Of Charge. Vendors: Please
do subait your 8JW "caaera-ready" ad copy, 7‘u x 9"h (1 page
to an issue) no later than the 10th of aonth m which it’s
scheduled to appear. All Society aeabers can run one new
free 250-aord (aaxiaua) Unclassified Rant Ad every aonth.

» All subsribers/aeabers are urged to subait their H/Z-oriented coaputer articles on disc m standard ASCII foraat rather
than as hard copy. If a aord needs to be eaphasised or
italicised please insert these syabols PRECEEDING the word:
[ENPH] for eaphasise, [ITAL] for italics. We’ll return your
disc after copying it and will gladly copy any SEBHC JOURNAL
software disc onto it. Note: Ne can’t pay authors but we do
extend their subscription another year for a published
article.
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